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Serena’s eyes lit up when she saw what happened, seemingly understanding something. 

“Leon, I have a few things I want to ask you, I wonder if you’d be fine to answer them, 

“Serene asked. “What is it?” “I’ll answer any questions you have,” Leon smiled and said. 

“You’re not that young anymore. Do you have a girlfriend right now?” Serena said in a 

meaningful manner. The moment she heard her mother say that, Lily immediately 

guessed Serena’s intentions. She blushed intensely, and looked down to avoid her 

mother’s gaze, not daring to look at Leon either. “No…” Leon shook his head, not 

elaborating. Even though he did not have a girlfriend, he just got a divorce not that long 

ago. However, divorce was nothing to be proud of. Since Serena did not ask about it, he 

did not say anything. “I can’t believe you don’t have a girlfriend when you’re so 

excellent. You have a good character too!” Serena was a little surprised, but her smile 

deepened. She took a few more looks at Leon, and was more and more satisfied. Lily 

already graduated from university and was at the age where it was appropriate to be 

talking about marriage. At the very least, she should be looking for a boyfriend! Leon 

was big-built and handsome, and his character was really good. He was suited to her 

daughter in various ways. What was even better was the fact that she could tell that her 

daughter took an interest in Leon. It made her want to play matchmaker. “Leon, where 

are you from? What do your parents do?” Serena continued asking. “I have no parents. I 

was an orphan since I was young, and grew up in an orphanage… “Leon’s expression 

darkened. Probably because it touched on something sensitive, but Leon did not realize 

that Serena’s questions were a bit inappropriate. It was as if she was investigating him! 

“That… No wonder!” Serena was surprised, finally understanding why Leon did not have 

a girlfriend. After all, Leon’s family situation was not the best. Without his parents, it 

was unlikely that he would be able to afford a house or a car. It was not easy finding a 

girlfriend in that situation. “Leon, I’m sorry. I wasn’t trying to bring up something sad,” 

Serena said apologetically. “Don’t worry about it, it’s fine,” Leon shook his head, already 

used to it. He quickly composed himself. Serena looked at Leon and fell into a short 

silence. She knew that her daughter was pretty. Even if you looked at the whole city, her 



daughter was still among the prettiest.With her daughter’s looks and the fact that Lily 

graduated university, it would not be that hard for Lily to find a young man with a good 

background or some rich heir.She naturally hoped that her daughter would find a 

boyfriend who was richer so Lily could live a life without worry.However, Leon was a 

good man, and their family was indebted to him.Even though Leon’s family conditions 

were not the best, his future would not be that bad as long as he worked hard on it.After 

falling silent for a moment, Serena decided that a man’s character was more important 

than anything materialistic. She did not look down on Leon because of it, and instead 

suddenly started to look at Leon in a better light.Lily did not think that much about 

things. She just liked Leon a little, she was not thinking as far ahead as her mother!At 

that moment, there was suddenly a knock on the door.“I wonder who it is? I’ll open the 

door,” Lily put down her cutlery and got up to open the door in the living room.  
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From outside, a pretty young girl who looked about twenty-six or twenty-

seven of age walked in with two young men. “Rizzy, Richard, why are you here?” 

Lily was surprised. The young girl in front of her was her uncle’s daughter. It was 

her cousin, Rizzy Plummer. One of the young men behind Rizzy was her cousin-

in-law, Richard Lewis. Lily’s father left them at a young age, and her mother 

brought the two of them up by herself. During that time, her uncle and some 

relatives helped their family a lot. Rizzy was included among them. The two of 

them grew up together, and they had an incredibly good relationship. When her 

mother was sent to the hospital, they borrowed a lot of money from Rizzy to pay 

for it. Whether it was her uncle or Rizzy, both of them did everything they could to 

help Lily’s family, so Lily’s family was incredibly grateful. “Lily, I heard that Aunt 

Serena’s already out of the hospital. It’s the weekend today, so Richard and I 

weren’t working. We came here to visit her.” “Where’s she? Why don’t I see her?” 

Rizzy asked. “Oh, my mother’s currently eating in the dining room…” “Rizzy, this 

is?” Lily looked at the young man behind Richard curiously. The man was a 

stranger to her. “Lily, let me introduce you. This is Richard’s friend from 

university, Duncan Leonard.” “Also, he’s someone I’m trying to set you up with!” 

Rizzy smiled. “What?” “Set me up?” Lily was shocked. Ever since she graduated 



from university, quite a few of her relatives have offered to introduce her to men 

since she was pretty and had a good education. They would introduce her to 

some guys from good families. Rizzy was one of them. However, she never 

expected Rizzy to bring one over right at that moment! “Lily, Mr. Leonard’s family 

works with construction materials. They have at least a few million in assets.” 

“He’s so handsome and tall, and his family is rich too.” “Someone as good as him 

doesn’t come around often!” “Make sure you treasure this chance. Don’t let it slip 

away!” Rizzy whispered into Lily’s ear with an excited look on her face. In truth, 

Rizzy arranged for this with two motives. One was because she was thinking of 

Lily, and the other was for the sake of her future!Both Rizzy and Richard were 

just regular office workers. Their salaries were not that high, and their career 

prospects were not great either.Richard happened to find out that Duncan was 

single during a gathering a few days back. He suddenly had the idea to introduce 

Lily to Duncan.Duncan agreed back then. As long as this thing worked out, 

Duncan would support him in the future, helping him get a successful business.It 

concerned Richard’s future, so both Rizzy and he were very moved. They rushed 

to bring Duncan over to introduce him to Lily.“Hello, Miss Cameron. It’s nice to 

meet you!”“You’re really beautiful!” Duncan praised Lily in a gentlemanly manner. 

He was amazed.Richard swore to him that Lily was absolutely beautiful. He 

thought that Richard was just exaggerating, so he did not believe him.However, 

seeing Lily for himself, he understood that Richard was not lying at all.Try Your 

Lucky Draw 8800 Bonus>>>>  
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Lily’s appearance was incredibly beautiful, and she even took the time to dress u

p nicely that day. She looked incredibly elegant and fresh. Lily was much prettier 

than Duncan thought. He felt like he never saw such a pure and beautiful woman

 before. The moment he saw Lily, he was shocked. He felt like Lily was perfect. 

“Mr. Leonard, you’re praising me too much…” Lily smiled politely, feeling a little a

wkward. 

She just graduated from university not too long ago, so she felt like she was still v

ery young, and did not need to be looking for marriage just yet. 



However, Rizzy still did it out of the kindness of her heart. If it were any ordinary t

ime, she would have gone through with it just for Rizzy’s sake. 

However, the situation was a little unusual that day. They 

invited Leon over to thank Leon for helping them. Rizzy suddenly wanted 

to introduce her to a man. Surely she could not do that in front of Leon? 

Furthermore, she was already starting to fancy Leon a little, so she did not want 

Leon to see her doing something like that. “Rizzy, Richard, you’re both here!” 

“Have you two had your lunch? Why don’t you come in and have some lunch?” 

Hearing the noise in the living room, both Serena and Jared walked out of the din

ing room. Naturally, Leon did not feel like 

he could continue eating there alone, so he got up to follow them as well. 

“It’s fine, Aunt Serena, we’ve already had lunch.” 

“Richard and I came here because we wanted to see you, and we wanted to 

introduce Lily to someone too,” Rizzy said honestly. 

“Introduce her?” Serena was surprised. 

When she got out of the hospital two days ago, Rizzy gave her a call, saying that 

she found an incredibly good marriage prospect for Lily. 

She knew that Rizzy did it out of kindness, so she did not reject it. 

However, she never expected Rizzy to be in such a hurry that Rizzy brought the 

man right over. 

“Rizzy, it’s you!” Leon walked out of the kitchen. He was shocked the moment he 

saw Rizzy, recognizing her immediately. “Leon?” 

“How are you here?!” Rizzy’s eyes fell on Leon as she exclaimed in shock. 

“What? Do you two know each other?” Lily and Serena were both surprised 

as they exchanged a look. They could not figure out how Rizzy and Leon would k

now each other. 

“We don’t just know each other! We used to be colleagues. We were in the same

 company for two or three years!” Rizzy let out a cold snort as she looked at Leon

 with disdain and contempt.Leon let out an 

awkward smile, and he looked out of place.He was 

with the Mansons for three years, and worked in their company the whole time. R

izzy had 

been his colleague there.At that time, he lived a pretty worthless life and suffered



 in silence. Everyone in the company knew that he was a slave to his wife, and e

veryone looked down on him in private.Rizzy was no exception!However, Leon a

nd Rizzy did not interact much when they worked, so even thought Rizzy looked 

down on Leon, she did not have any conflicts with him.“Aunt Serena, why are all 

of you with Leon?”Rizzy looked at Leon before looking at Lily. She seemed to un

derstand something, and her expression changed, “Could Leon be here for Lily a

s well?”“Of, you can say it like that. We’re indebted to Leon. He’s 

helped us a lot, so I’m considering something like that!” Serena nodded after som

e hesitation.After what happened earlier, she could 

already tell that Lily had some feelings for Leon. She was quite happy with Leon 

as well.  
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Since Rizzy already saw through it, Serena admitted it willingly. That way, Rizzy 

would stop trying to set Lily up with others, and it would save them some trouble. 

“How could you do that?!” “Aunt Serena, Leon’s famous for 

being useless, and he’s a divorcee. How could he be worthy of Lily?!” 

“Were you fooled by him?!” Rizzy’s jaws almost dropped on the floor in disbelief. 

“What? Useless? A divorcee?” 

“Rizzy, could you be mistaken?!” Serena looked at Rizzy in 

shock and disbelief, not understanding what Rizzy was saying. 

“I’m not mistaken at all!” 

“Aunt Serena, you might not know this, but he used to be married into the Manso

ns.. He was cheated on by Marilyn not too long ago, and was kicked out of the ho

usehold. without anything to his name…” Rizzy briefly recounted everything. 

She still worked with the Mansons, and she knew a bit about Leon’s divorce from

 Marilyn. She knew that Leon was kicked out by Marilyn! 

Marilyn even had someone else’s child. Someone as useless as Leon was an em

barrassment! She felt like calling Leon useless was already quite the high praise! 

Hearing everything Rizzy said, Leon showed no emotion on his face at all. 

He already accepted his divorce. He was no longer 

that useless man from before. 



No matter how Rizzy used to regard him with disdain, it was all in the past, so he 

had nothing to worry about. “Leon, is what Rizzy said true?” 

“You’ve gone through a divorce?” Serena looked at Leon in disbelief. 

“That’s right, everything she said is true,” Leon nodded and admitted it honestly. 

“I can’t believe you had such a sad past…” Serena’s mood dropped to rock botto

m. 

She was quite impressed with Leon, but the moment she found out about all of th

at, her impression of Leon took a huge turn! 20 

Leon used to be so useless. He might not even have the ability to protect her dau

ghter in the future, let alone give her happiness! Leon was even a divorcee. Her 

daughter was such a beautiful and talented girl. How could she let her daughter b

e with someone who was looking for his second marriage?! 

Would that not be a complete joke?! She would refuse! 

Lily looked at Leon with a bit of disappointment in her heart.However, she just fan

cied Leon a little before that and did not have that 

many thoughts on the matter. Knowing Leon’s unfortunate past, she 

just felt some sympathy. She did not look down on him at all.“Brat, how could so

meone as 

useless as you, who can’t get anything he wants, have the gall to try to get togeth

er with someone as amazing as Miss Cameron? How shameless can you be?!”“If

 I were you, getting cheated on by your wife and being chased out of your house

hold, I would’ve just ended my own life!” Duncan laughed at Leon, looking at Leo

n with some animosity.He went for Lily, and Leon was almost one step ahead of 

him, so he did not 

like Leon.that much!“You might be mistaken. I didn’t come here with any of those

 intentions!”“I’m just Lily’s colleague and friend. I came here as a guest!” Leon loo

ked at Duncan calmly, not showing much emotion. However, he was secretly puz

zled. He just came for a simple meal.How did it somehow turn into a blind date?  
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“Enough! You don’t have to pretend!” “We’re both men here, don’t think I don’t 

know what you were thinking!” “I’m telling you, trash like you should know your 



place. Stop thinking about dating above your station!” “You’re not worthy!” 

Duncan snorted. Lily was so pretty and pure. Any man would be moved by her 

looks. He refused to believe Leon did not look at Lily that way. He tried to figure 

out a way to completely kick Leon out of the running! “You’re right, Lily’s too good 

for me, but you’re not even comparable to her!” Leon had a dark look on his face, 

having been angered by Duncan’s arrogance. “Brat, do you know who I am? 

How dare you talk to me like this?!” “Are you sick of living?!” Duncan shouted out 

angrily as he looked at Leon hatefully. If he was not trying to leave a good 

impression on Lily, he would have rushed forward to teach Leon a lesson right 

then! “Leon, shut up right now!” “What right would a piece of trash like you have 

to even argue with Mister Leonard? No matter how you look at it, he’s a hundred 

times better than you!” Rizzy shouted at Leon angrily before she hurriedly said to 

Serena, “Aunt Serena, I don’t know what Leon said to fool you and Lily, but you 

mustn’t fall for it!” “Rizzy, it’s not what you think it is.” “Leon helped our family a 

lot, and Lily invited him over as a guest.” “As for the blind date you arranged for 

Lily, let’s talk about it another time,” Serena smiled awkwardly. After finding out 

about Leon’s unfortunate circumstances, she already discarded the notion of 

letting her daughter be with him. However, Leon was still a guest in the end. 

Before Leon left, she could not let her daughter meet someone right in front of 

him. It would be far too rude! Chapte “Aunt Serena, Mister Leonard’s already 

here. Why do we need to wait?!” “Lily isn’t doing anything important right now 

anyway. Why don’t we let her have a private chat with him?” Rizzy said hurriedly. 

Her husband and herself usually need to work, and Duncan was always busy 

with his business. It was rare for all of them to be free that weekend. If they 

waited, Rizzy did not know when they would get another chance. She did not 

have the patience. Leon looked at Serena before looking at Rizzy. He quickly 

found that he seemed to be unwanted around there, so he tried to bid his 

farewells, “Aunt Serena, Lily, since you’re busy right now, I won’t trouble you. I’ll 

take my leave.” “How could you do that?!”“Leon, you haven’t even finished eating 

yet. You can’t leave!” Lily hurriedly pulled Leon’s arm.Leon was their family’s 

benefactor. Leon just started eating, there was no way she could let Leon leave 

like that!“It’s fine, we have more chances in the future,” Leon smiled and 

said.“Brat, I guess you know your place. Get lost!” Duncan scoffed. He was very 



unhappy seeing Lily grab Leon’s arm to stop him in such a close manner.Leon 

frowned, looking at Duncan unhappily. However, he did not say anything 

else.“Lily, just let him go!”“A useless bum like him doesn’t have any talents at all. 

You should distance yourself from him in the future, or he’ll end up ruining your 

reputation!” Rizzy sneered.“Rizzy, that’s not it…” Lily tried to protect Leon when a 

cold laugh interrupted her. “You’re trying to leave? It’s too late!”Try Your Lucky 

Draw: 8800 Bonus>>Play  
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There was a mocking laugh as Bowden walked over with seven or eight muscula

r, fierce-looking young men. The frontman looked to be about thirty years of age. 

He had a lot of tattoos on his arms and neck, and he seemed incredibly fierce. 

He did not look like someone to be trifled with at all. He was Walter Grim, 

Bowden’s cousin. “Bowden, what are you doing here?!” Lily’s expression 

changed. Both Jared and Serena’s looks darkened as well. Even Rizzy and 

Richard were shocked at being surrounded by so many fierce-looking people. 

“What do you think?!” “Of course, I’m here for revenge on Leon? What else could 

I be doing?!” Bowden laughed coldly. “Bowden, we’ve been neighbors for so 

many years. W-what are you trying to do?” Serena said with a sour look on her 

face. “Aunt Serena, since you’re an elder, I’ll be frank with you!” “This time, Leon 

might have been the main culprit behind me being fired from the hospital, but 

your family helped him too. I won’t let any of you off easily.” “However, you 

should know very well that I’ve always liked Lily. As long as you give Lily to me 

and let us marry each other, I can forget all about it!” “Otherwise, it won’t just be 

Leon. Even your family will suffer from now on!” Leon said everything with a 

sneer on his face. His hatred for Leon was such that he wanted to rip Leon apart. 

Only, compared to that hatred, he was even more obsessed with Lily. It was a 

rare chance for him. He planned on using Leon to threaten Serena and her 

family. Once he got Lily, he would find another chance to deal with Leon! “You’re 

shameless!” Lily’s face reddened in anger. “Dream on!” 24 Leon’s face was cold 

as he prepared to step up, but before he could even move, Duncan took the 

chance to jump out. “Preposterous!” “Who do you think you are to have Miss 



Cameron marry you?!” Duncan said angrily. He had his eyes on Lily. He liked her 

a lot. Yet, Bowden tried to take Lily away from him. There was no way he could 

just stand aside! He could already tell that Lily came from a family of commoners. 

They were all probably terrified by those small gangsters in front of them. It was 

the perfect chance to save the damsel in distress. There was no way he would 

miss the opportunity!“Who are you? Where did you come from?!” Bowden looked 

at Duncan uncertainly, unsure who Duncan was.“You’d better listen to me 

properly. My name’s Duncan Leonard. My father’s the boss of Faith Furnishings, 

Anthony Leonard!”“If you know this name, then get lost immediately. Otherwise, 

don’t blame me for not holding back!” Duncan shouted with his head held 

high.His father dealt with construction, and regularly had dealings with the 

underground. He knew quite a few notable people in that part of the world!With 

his father’s connections and power, those thugs in front of him did not 

phasehim!“Who’s Anthony Leonard?”“Walter, do you know him?”Bowden froze at 

how arrogantly Duncan was acting, so he did not dare to act rashly. He turned to 

look at Walter as he asked the question.“I’ve heard of him! Anthony might not be 

from some notable rich family, but he’s quite the slippery guy. He has some 

power within the Old City!”  
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Walter nodded as his expression turned a bit serious. “Since you’ve heard of my 

father, get lost quickly!” Duncan coldly snorted as he held his head up high. 

“Walter, this…” Bowden started to panic, not knowing what to do. He planned 

things out perfectly, but he never expected someone like Duncan to appear. 

Walter’s father seemed capable, so he could not offend the man. However, he 

refused to leave empty-handedly! “Mister Leonard’s still the best. He’s much 

better than some useless piece of trash!” Seeing what was happening, Rizzy was 

elated. She gave Duncan a thumbs up before looking at Leon with even more 

disdain. “That’s right, it’s all thanks to Mister Leonard…” Serena and Lily both 

shot looks of appreciation at Duncan. Walter’s men did not seem like people they 

could handle at all, so they placed all their hopes on Duncan. Being praised by 

everyone like that, Duncan could not help but look over at Leon. After what 



happened earlier, he already looked at Leon as his love rival. He successfully 

pushed Leon back and showed off in front of Lily and the others, so he was 

incredibly pleased with himself! Leon smiled calmly, not caring about it. He did 

not have any such intentions for Lily at all. Since Duncan wanted to play the 

hero, he would give Duncan the chance. It seemed like Duncan was going to be 

able to solve the matter without any bloodshed, so it was much better than him 

solving things with violence. He had no reason to fight over things with Duncan! 

Seeing that Leon admitted defeat, Duncan was even more pleased with himself. 

“What are you all staring at?! You better leave before I get angry!” Duncan 

pointed at Walter’s men and started to shout, wanting to use the chance to show 

off Lily. Serena, and the others! He needed to make sure he did things 

thoroughly! “Brat, we were too nice to you!” Walter suddenly slapped Duncan. 

Smack! A clear sound was heard, and Walter staggered on the ground after 

being slapped. After that, he fell, looking incredibly pathetic. “Y-you dared to hit 

me?” Duncan was stunned as he held his face with one hand in disbelief. “So 

what if I hit you?!” “If it was your father in front of me today, I might have been 

more considerate!” “But who do you think you are? Even a brat like you dares to 

show off in front of me. Are you already sick of living?!” Walter said with a cold 

smile.. He was in the underworld for around seven or eight years. Even though 

he was not a boss of his area, he had still made quite a name for himself.He had 

a boss to support him. Even if Anthony himself appeared, Anthony would not 

dare to do anything to him!Of course, if Duncan was a bit more polite at the start, 

he might not have done. anything to Duncan in consideration of 

Anthony.However, Duncan acted far too arrogantly, completely angering 

him!“You…” Duncan was dumbfounded.Both Rizzy and Richard were 

dumbfounded.Even Lily and her family were completely stunned!They thought 

that Duncan’s showing off meant that he already dealt with the matter.Yet, they 

never expected that Duncan’s father’s name was not enough to push back the 

other party!“Who do you think you are?! For your father’s sake, I’ll give you one 

last chance. If your go stand there by the side right now, I can think about letting 

you off!”  
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“However, if you have the guts to try and do anything again, I guarantee you that 

I’ll cripple you!” 

Walter looked at Duncan coldly. There was even a murderous glint in his eyes! 

His expression looked like a poisonous snake that was about to strike. Duncan 

could not help but shiver as a child went through his heart. He knew that he was 

facing someone from the underworld. They could do anything, so he was not just 

scaring him. “Good, very good. I’ll remember that slap. Just wait and see!” 

Duncan was terrified. After those harsh words, he hurriedly scrambled to the 

side, not daring to face the other party head-on. Everything happened far too 

quickly. Serena, Lily, and the others felt like a bucket of cold water was just 

poured over them. They quickly sank into depression. The sliver of hope they 

had earlier was extinguished. “Mister Leonard, don’t go. You can’t just leave my 

aunt and my cousins like that…” Rizzy grabbed Duncan’s arm anxiously. “I know, 

I won’t just leave them…” Duncan deliberately lowered his voice as he shot. 

Rizzy a look. After that, he turned his back to Walter’s men and took out his 

phone to send his father a message, planning on getting reinforcements. Rizzy 

quickly understood what Duncan wanted to do. She let out a sigh of relief in 

secret, and she suddenly had hope in her eyes again. However, Serena and Lily 

were not confident at all. The current situation was incredibly urgent. By the time 

Duncan’s reinforcements came, it would all be over! “Haha, this is great! Walter, 

you’re still better than them!” Bowden laughed happily. He was worried that 

Walter would not be able to face Anthony earlier, so he stopped himself from 

acting recklessly. However, Walter did not seem afraid of Anthony at all and even 

slapped Duncan like it was nothing. There was nothing Bowden needed to worry 

about! Chapter 145 “Bowden, if you have any grudges, you need revenge! 

Just do whatever you want right now!” “Don’t worry, I’ll support you. No one will 

be able to do anything to you!” Walter sneered as he looked at Leon, Lily, and 

the others with a sharp glint in his eyes. He looked like he was looking at lambs 

waiting to be slaughtered. Bowden’s smile threatened to split his face. With 

Walter’s words, he felt even more confident. After that, he looked at Serena with 

a sinister smile on his face, “Aunt Serena, it’s been so long. My patience is 

limited!” “What do you think about it? Are you planning on letting Lily marry me, 



or are you going to remain stubborn to the end?!”Serena had a dark look on her 

face. She forced down the fear in her heart as she tried her best to sound calm, 

“Bowden, our families have always been quite friendly with each other. You still 

have time to stop this!”“If you continue doing this, we’ll report it to the police!”“The 

police? Please go ahead!”“We haven’t done anything to hurt you, so what can 

you do if you report it to the police? They can’t do anything to use even if they’re 

here!”“However, your family should be careful on the streets in the future. You 

might accidentally break a few limbs or end up falling so badly that you’re 

paralyzed. If that happens, don’t blame me for not telling you to be careful!” 

Walter smiled coldly, the threat in his words evident.“You…” Lily’s family paled, 

scared by Walter’s threats.They were all just regular folk, so there was no way 

they would be able to fight against someone like Walter, who was around 

bloodshed regularly. Walter could kill them easily!Suddenly, the whole family 

looked incredibly ashen. They lost all hope!  
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you piece of trash! These people are all here for you, but 

you’re hiding behind. like a coward. Are you even a man?!” Rizzy angrily berated 

Leon. She felt like Leon dragged her aunt’s family into this, and hated Leon deepl

y. “I wasn’t being a coward! I wanted to do something earlier, but someone took 

the chance before I could. What can I do?” Leon smiled wryly, finally stepping 

forward. He thought that Duncan would be able to solve the matter without any 

bloodshed, and he did not plan on stealing Duncan’s thunder. Yet, he never 

expected that Duncan was just all for show. He looked great, but was not useful 

at all! After things went to this stage, he was even called a coward by Rizzy. He 

felt like he was being slandered! After that, Leon tossed his frustrations aside. He 

looked right at Bowden and said coldly, “Bowden, I was the one who caused 

everything this time. Don’t trouble Lily. and her family. Just come at me if you 

have any problems!” Serena was shocked when she heard that and hurriedly 

said, “Leon, this isn’t your fault. You only offended Bowden because you were 

helping us. This had nothing to do with you. You’re the victim here!” “My mother’s 

right!” “Leon, you’ve already helped my family enough. How could we ask you to 



take this burden?!” Lily clenched her teeth as she said that. Lily seemed to have 

come to an important decision when she summoned up the courage to say, 

“Bowden, you should know this very well. Leon’s been innocent the whole time. 

As long as you let him go, I’ll get engaged to you!” Lily looked incredibly 

frustrated. In truth, she did not want to marry Bowden at all, but Leon helped their 

family so much. She could not let Leon be harmed! Furthermore, she thought 

about things in a more naive manner. Being engaged did not mean getting 

married. She could agree to it first and pass the current danger. After that, she 

could figure out a way out of things! “Good, that’s great!” “You said this yourself. 

Make sure you keep to your word!” Bowden was incredibly excited as he laughed 

emotionally. His goal was to use Leon to threaten Lily into doing what he wanted. 

Everything was going very smoothly, and everything was within his control. It was 

obvious how happy he was! As for Leon, he did not mind letting Leon go for the 

moment. After he got Lily in the future, he would be able to get his revenge on 

Leon at any time! “No! Lily, you can’t get engaged to him. I refuse to agree to 

this!” Leon immediately rejected it in shock. “Leon, don’t say anything else. I 

know what I’m doing…” Lily hurriedly shot Leon a look, not wanting Leon to 

anger Bowden and Walter.“Lily, I know you’re worried about me. Don’t worry, a 

few of them won’t be able to do anything to me!”“You saw how I beat a few 

bodyguards in the company last time. Did you forget about that already?” Leon 

consoled, wanting to calm Lily down.After Leon’s reminder, Lily suddenly 

remembered how Leon had an altercation with Joseph in the company the last 

time. After that, Donald brought a few security. guards in to deal with him.Even 

though a few batons were aimed at Leon, Leon still managed to defeat Donald 

and quite a few bodyguards alone in the end, shocking everyone!With what Leon 

showed back then, he would have no problems beating five or six people 

alone!“But…”  
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still a little worried. After all, most of the security guards in the company were 

regular people. Compared to those fierce-looking thugs, they were not on the 

same level. When Leon faced the few bodyguards then, he was already in a 



precarious situation. He even suffered some injuries. It did not seem realistic that 

he would be able to beat Walter’s men! “There are no buts!” “Don’t worry, these 

weak minnows won’t be able to do anything to me!” Leon smiled proudly. “Brat, 

who’re you calling a minnow?” “Do you want to die?!” Walter’s men were deeply 

angered as they looked at Leon coldly. “So what if I called you minnows?! You 

pieces of trash aren’t even minnows in my eyes!” Leon looked at those men in 

disdain. “You do want to die!” Walter was furious as he raised his hand and sent 

a slap to Leon’s face. Smack! A clear slap was heard. Leon intercepted the slap 

before sending one of his own on Walter. Walter spun around on the spot. With a 

pained shout, two teeth were sent flying out. “You bunch of ignorant trash! I’ll 

give you one last chance. Get lost right now! Otherwise, bear with the 

consequences yourself” Leon coldly warned them. He had an incredibly sharp 

aura about him. He was never a ruthless person. If the other party decided to 

turn back, he would forget about it. “Brothers, get him! Cripple this guy!” Walter 

held one hand against his mouth, seeing his hand full of blood, his eyes 

reddened. There was no way he would even care about Leon’s warning. He 

lunged at Leon crazily. His subordinates were not far behind. All of them ran right 

at Leon. “Walter, kill him!” Bowden had a savage look on his face as he 

encouraged Walter. Chapter Leon stopped his engagement even after Lily 

agreed, so he hated Leon even more. Since Leon wanted to die so badly, he’d 

grant Leon his wish! “Leon, be careful!” Lily was completely pale in fright, not 

knowing what to do. Even though she knew that Leon had some martial arts 

knowledge, Walter and his men were all part of the underworld. All of them were 

incredibly fierce. As long as Leon did a single mistake, the consequences would 

be deadly. It was worse for Serena and the others. None of them thought that 

Leon had the skills to deal with so many thugs at all. All of them started to 

panic.Rizzy knew Leon as a completely useless man, so she thought that Leon 

was only looking to die provoking them like that!“Know your place!” Leon 

sneered, not taking a step back at all. Instead, he sent a punch right at his first 

opponent before turning around to kick the other.At that moment, Walter attacked 

him from his flank. A vicious punch was sent rightout.Leon grabbed Walter’s wrist 

and twisted it. As Walter cried out in pain, he slammed Walter onto the 

ground.Right after that, the other thugs rapidly attacked, not caring about 



anything else as they attacked Leon.Leon was completely calm. He seemed like 

a lion among sheep as he faced the onslaught of attacks, looking unbeatable.In 

just a few moments, Walter and his men were all lying on the ground in a pile, 

completely losing the ability to fight back.Seeing that, Serena and the others 

were so shocked their jaws were almost on the ground.  
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